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Paradise, Massachusetts, police chief Jesse Stone returns, tracking the path of a pair of thrill killers.

 Investigating a serial killer in an affluent suburban town is difficult, and dangerous, and with the

added pressures from the town selectmen and the media, the heat is turned up on Jesse. He's

spending too much time with the bottle-and with his ex-wife-neither of which helps him, or the case.

And the harder these outside forces push against him, the more Jesse retreats into himself,

convinced-despite all the odds-that it's up to him alone to stop the killing.  As tough, clear-eyed, and

sardonic as Jesse Stone himself, this is the Grand Master working at the peak of his powers. --This

text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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I've been a fan of Robert B. Parker for what seems like ages and have been sorely disappointed

and verbally assailing in my reviews of some of his more recent offerings. The jazz, the juice, the

stuff that makes RBP, well, RBP, seemed to be gone. Where was the drama, the thick plots, the

wit? My feeling was RBP was waning into literary obscurity. So, now, STONE COLD comes along.

Not a Spenser novel but a Jesse Stone novel. Well, whatever RBP did to inspire himself relative to

creating this storyline, he needs to stay with it. STONE COLD returns RBP to his roots, that of

vehement distaste for the "bad guys," love for the hero, and some good old fashioned retribution.For

those unfamiliar with Jesse Stone, he is Spenser's career contemporary albeit his personal

antithesis. Jesse is the police chief of Paradise (a community on Boston's North Shore), a functional

alcholic, and milktoast in the hands of his ex-wife who is blatantly audacious and Jesse's personal



nemesis. Suffice it to say that Jesse is quite human, at times, a little too much so.A man's body has

appeared on the beach, two bullet holes in his heart. There is no evidence to speak of and the

investigation runs short before it begins. Shortly thereafter, another victim turns up, this time in the

parking lot of the Paradise Mall. She was shot twice in the chest as she unloaded her groceries.

Jesse has a bad feeling confirmed when he receives the news that the bullets in both murders came

from the same gun. A serial killer.In the meantime, in a parallel story, a local high school girl has

been raped and has come to Jesse for help. What Jesse does here is pure Parker. This is what

Parker's fans love.Jesse's incredibly dysfunctional relationship with Jenn, his ex-wife, continues.
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